Student Perception of Instruction (SPI)
Faculty Questions

1. I received an e-mail about the SPIs, why aren’t my students seeing them?
   Faculty is sent an advanced notification for when the SPIs will be open. Please review the e-mail
determine the dates when the SPIs should become available.

2. Where do I find the SPI counts in myUCF?
   Select Faculty/Advisor Self Service, Instructors and
   then select SPI Counts.

3. When do I get to see the SPIs?
   As the semester ends the online SPIs close, the data is processed and provided to each
department on CD. Please check with your department for further information.

4. Are my students blocked from their academic information until they have
   completed their SPIs?
   No, the SPIs do not prevent students from getting to their academic information. They can reach that information using the menu links on the left hand side of the
   myUCF page. Only the Student Center page is blocked by the SPI page.

   Ex: A student who needs a degree audit before meeting with their academic
counselor would select Student Self Service>Student Records>Academic
History>Degree Audit to get to the Degree Audit page.